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Genetics of Indo-European populations: the past, the future *

We describe our experience of comparing genetic and linguistic data in relation to the Indo-

European problem. Our recent comparison of the genetic variation with lexicostatistical data

on North Caucasian populations identified the parallel evolution of genes and languages;

one can say that history of the populations was reflected in the linguistic and the genetic mir-

rors. For other linguistic families one can also expect this similarity, though it could be

blurred by elite dominance and other events affecting gene and lexical pools differently. In-

deed, for Indo-European populations of Europe, in contrast with the Caucasus case, the par-

tial correlation indicates a more important role of geography (r = 0.32) rather than language

(r = 0.21) in structuring the gene pool; though high pair correlation (r = 0.67) between genet-

ics and linguistics distances allows using the lexicostatistical data as good predictors of ge-

netic similarity between populations. The similarity between genetics and linguistics was

identified for both Ychromosomal data (populations are clustered according to their lan-

guage) and mitochondrial DNA (populations are clustered according to their language

group). In general, we believe that there is no single genetic marker definitively linked with

the expansion of Indo-European populations. Instead, we are starting a new research project

aiming to identify a set of markers partially linked with separate Indo-European groups, thus

allowing partial reconstructions of the multi-layer mosaic of Indo-European movements.

Keywords: gene pool, Indo-European populations, Ychromosome, correlation between ge-

netic and linguistic variation.

The Indo-European problem from the genetic point of view

Genetics and linguistics are very different branches of science and humanities; the only over-

lap between them is population. Any language exists within a population which speaks it

across generations; any gene pool exists within a population which reproduces it across gen-

erations. However, the nature of language and the nature of the gene are so different that no

direct comparison of language structure and genetic structure makes sense. The only possibil-

ity for comparisons lies in the population history, because both linguistics and genetics try to

reconstruct this history from language structure or genetic structure.

One should not expect that population histories told by genetics and linguistics coincide;

one might expect that both genetics and linguistics tell something truthful about population

history. Keeping this in mind, we briefly describe our experience of comparing genetic and

linguistic data, particularly in the case of Indo-European populations.
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Discrepancy between genetic and linguistic data

Hungarians are a good example of the crucial discrepancy between linguistic and genetic data.

Linguistically they belong to the Ugric group, which allows to hypothesize migration from the

Trans-Ural region (where other Ugric-speaking populations could be found) to the Middle-

Danube (or Great Hungarian) plain [Szıj, 2005]. Historical records about the Magyar invasion

which gave rise to the Hungarian state strongly support this hypothesis. Genetic (and other

anthropological) data show, however, that the Hungarian gene pool has almost nothing in

common with the Trans-Uralic gene pool, but is very similar to the gene pools of its closest

neighbor populations of the Balkans and East Europe [Czeizel et al., 1991; Semino et al., 2000;

Bogacsi-Szabo et al., 2005; Tomory et al., 2007; Csanyi et al., 2008]. So, linguistics and history

tell that the migration took place, while genetics tells that it did not. Shall one conclude that

either genetics or linguistics tells a completely wrong story? In this case — certainly not. It is

generally accepted that Magyars (Hungarians) were strong enough to mix with the previous

population of this region and make them speak the Hungarian language, but they were not

numerous enough to make a recordable contribution to their gene pool. This is the well known

pattern of elite dominance model: invasion with language change, but without a change in the

gene pool. Thus, genetics provided some information about the relative numbers of migrants,

which was missing in the data of other sciences. Combining linguistic, historical and genetic

data, one can reconstruct the population history in more details than when lacking even one of

these sources. To conclude, the discrepancy between linguistics and genetics might yield use-

ful information on population history.

Coevolution of genes and languages

Without a doubt, coinciding results of linguistic and genetic studies could tell even more

about population history; finding such examples is always pleasant for researchers. Our

study on North Caucasian populations [Balanovsky et al., 2011] provided the best fit pub-

lished to date. We studied the Ychromosomal variation among 10 ethnic groups (populations)

speaking North Caucasian languages and compared this genetic variation with lexicostatisti-

cal data on these languages. The 11th population studied was Iranic-speaking Ossets. The

linguistic part of this study was performed by A. V. Dybo and O. A. Mudrak, while the ge-

netic team included a number of researchers, with major contributions from O. P. Balanov-

sky and Kh. D. Dibirova.

To clarify the genetic terminology used here, the haplotype defines concrete Ychromo-

somal lineage and haplogroup signifies a large group of haplotypes that have a common origin.

Haplogroups are therefore like branches on the family tree of humankind, while haplotypes

are leaves. One haplotype originates from another due to mutation. Our study was performed

on both levels: the level of haplogroups and the level of haplotypes.

At the level of haplogroups, four independent methods were used for comparing genetic

and linguistic data.

First, the dendrogram that shows the interrelations of gene pools was compared with the

dendrogram that represents language splits. Both dendrograms virtually coincided.

Second, genetic boundaries were identified, subdividing the meta-population of the Cau-

casus into regional gene pools. These genetic boundaries coincided with linguistic boundaries

(between Dagestan and Nakh speakers; between Nakh and Iranian speakers; between Iranian

and Abkhaz-Adyghe speakers).
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Table 1. The correlation between genetic, linguistic and geographic distances between populations (data on the

Ychromosome).

Type of the correlation Correlated parameters
North Caucasian

populations

Indo-European popu-

lations (from Europe)

Pair correlation Genetics and linguistics 0.64 0.67

Pair correlation Genetics and geography 0.60 0.70

Partial correlation
Genetics and linguistics (geography

held constant)
0.34 0.21

Partial correlation
Genetics and geography (language

held constant)
0.21 0.32

These two methods revealed an excellent correlation between genetics and linguistics. But

correlation does not necessarily mean a causal link: it may also mean that both systems de-

pend on a third one. This third underlying factor could be the geography. To explore this pos-

sibility, genetic distances, linguistic distances and geographic distances between the same set

of Caucasian populations were computed, and correlation between these distances was calcu-

lated [Balanovsky et al., 2011]. Table 1 shows that the correlation between genetics and geo-

graphy (r = 0.60) was almost as high as the correlation between genetics and linguistics

(r = 0.64). When partial correlations were computed (a statistical method to exclude influence

of the third factor), the correlation between genetics and linguistics became noticeably higher

(r = 0.34) than the correlation between genetics and geography (r = 0.21). This indicates that the

linguistic structure itself correlates with the genetic structure, rather than that both simply de-

pend on the geographic structure.

The fourth method to be applied was an estimation of the genetic variation between North

Caucasian populations, grouped in two different ways. The linguistic grouping meant subdi-

viding the populations into Dagestan, Nakh, Iranian, and Abkhaz-Adyghe groups. The geo-

graphic grouping meant subdividing the same populations into West Caucasian, Central Cau-

casian and East Caucasian groups. The genetic variation between linguistic groups (0.27) was

twice as high as the genetic variation between geographic groups (0.15). One should conclude

that linguistic relationship is a more important factor than geographic vicinity for structuring

the gene pool of North Caucasian populations.

At the level of haplotypes we found many haplotype clusters present in one population

but absent or rare in all the other populations. These population-specific clusters were dated

using the molecular clock approach. These dates estimate the time when the given popula-

tion split from the related populations. The crucial point is that glottochronology also pro-

vides dates of language splits, which are the same as the splits of populations of speakers.

Therefore, we have this unique possibility to compare genetic dates of population events and

the linguistic dates of the same events. These dates mostly coincided, as described in details

in [Balanovsky et al., 2011]. Thus, we identified a parallel evolution of genes and languages

in the Caucasus.

To explain this coevolution we suggested the following model. The Caucasian populations

originated from a common root (proto-population) that split into daughter populations which

went on to occupy different parts of the Caucasus; there they later split into “granddaughter”

populations, and so on. These population events also caused the split of languages, so that the

tree of population splits became the tree of the North Caucasian linguistic family. These

population events also allowed each population to accumulate its own specific clusters of

haplotypes. In other words, the model implies that population history was reflected in two
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mirrors — the linguistic and the genetic one. Because (i) this population history in a moun-

tainous region was not too strongly blurred by migrations and (ii) both “mirrors” were based

on an extensive dataset and analyzed by adequate methods, both reflections coincided.

The important conclusion is that in other regions of the world and other linguistic families

one can also expect a similarity between genetic and linguistic data. However, even providing

this similarity exists in nature, to see it in research data three important conditions should be

met: (i) genetic analysis is done properly; (ii) linguistic analysis is done properly; (iii) the

population history did not include elite dominance or other events that are visible in one “mir-

ror” but not visible in another.

This is why we have included here this brief description of the study of North Caucasian

populations here: for the Indo-European case, it provides the basic model and comparison

point. However, one could hardly expect that Indo-European populations followed this model

with the same precision as those in the North Caucasus.

Correlation of genes and languages

We do not expect that the history of Indo-Europeans followed the same clear model as that of

the North Caucasians. It is therefore even more interesting to apply the same methodology to

the IE case. So far, we have performed only one, but the most important kind of analysis — the

correlation analysis of genetic, linguistic and geographic distances between the Indo-European

populations of Europe. (We did not include Indo-Iranian populations because the Indian gene

pool is much too different from the European one). This kind of analysis had already been per-

formed earlier, in 2000 [Rosser et al., 2000], where it was found that both correlations are about

r = 0.3. Twelve years later we repeated this analysis using a dataset that was ten times as large

(Table 1). We found correlations that were twice as high (0.67 between genetics and linguistics

and 0.70 between genetics and geography). In contrast with the case of the Caucasus, the par-

tial correlation indicates a more important role of geography (genetics and geography r = 0.32,

while genetics and linguistics only r = 0.21). However, the high pair correlation with linguistics

(r = 0.67) allows to use the statistical data as good predictors of genetic similarity between

populations.

Of course, the single correlation coefficient does not tell much about the Indo-European

homeland or their migrations. To study them from the genetic point of view, we should take a

look at the overall gene pool structure.

Indo-European gene pool:

the obvious geographic patterns, the hidden language parallels

Genetic studies of the Eurasian populations resulted in a general agreement on the main pat-

terns of the gene pool. It became clear that populations at the extremes of the Indo-European

area have little in common genetically (like Western Europe vs India, or Scandinavia vs Arme-

nia). Moreover, in many cases IE-speaking populations are genetically similar to their geo-

graphic non-IE neighbors; for example, French and Spaniards are genetically similar to Basque

[Martínez-Cruz et al., 2012; Behar et al., 2012], Russians to Finnish speakers [Balanovsky et al.,

2008], and Indian IE speakers to Dravidian populations [Kivisild et al., 2003]. Therefore, one

might suppose that the elite dominance model had worked many times throughout the history

of Indo-European populations.
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Figure 1 (adapted from Balanovsky et al., 2008). Genetic

relationships between European populations (data on

Ychromosome). Populations of different ethnic groups

are marked by signs of different color and shape. It can

be seen that populations cluster together according to

their language.

Figure 2. Genetic relationships between European popu-

lations (data on mitochondrial DNA). It can be seen that

populations tend to cluster together according to their

language group.

On the other side, on the smaller geographic (and linguistic) scale a similarity between

genetics and linguistics begins to appear. For example, Indian populations are genetically

closer to the populations of Iran than to any other. Another example is that West and East

Slavic populations form a genetic continuum across their large area (Figure 1), which coincides

with their linguistic similarity while contradicting the large geographic distance between then.

All these examples were based on the Ychromosome which generally provides the clearest

pattern. However, data on mitochondrial DNA led to similar conclusions. For example, Euro-

pean ethnic groups form genetic clouds according to their linguistic grouping (Figure 2), though

the pattern is less clear compared with the Ychromosomal results. All of these draw a very

complicated picture of genetic-linguistic interrelations among IE populations and demand

more detailed studies; one of the possible future studies is described below.

Genetic data on Neolithization of Europe

The most elaborated theory, explaining the spread of Indo-European languages across Europe

and the formation of the European gene pool, links both events with Neolithization. The main

pattern in the European gene pool is gradual change from the southeast (Anatolia, then the

Balkans) to Northwest Europe [Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994]. This pan-European genetic trend

was first shown on classical genetic markers and was confirmed multiple times by other ge-

netic systems. This geographic trend demonstrates a wonderful correlation with the archeo-

logical map of the gradual distribution of farming across Europe. This allowed to develop the

“demic diffusion model”, which states that farming populations (growing in numbers much

faster than hunter-gathering groups) spread from Anatolia, and that each generation of farm-

ers migrated further until they reached the geographic limits of the European subcontinent.

Each generation mixed with autochthonous hunter-gatherers, and the initial Near Eastern

gene pool gradually dissolved. This (geographically gradual) dissolution resulted in the gene

pool gradient that was found in European populations [Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza, 1984;

Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1994]. Many researchers believe that these farmers were Indo-Europeans,
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Figure 3 (adapted from Haak et al., 2010). Map of genetic distances between the first Neolithic popula-

tion of Europe and present day gene pools (data on mitochondrial DNA). A genetic distance map plots

genetic distances from a single selected population (reference population) to all populations of the

mapped area. It is the researcher’s choice to select the reference population. This map plots genetic dis-

tances from the first widespread Neolithic culture in Europe (Linear Band Ceramic) to the present day

populations of Europe and Near East. The location of the studied ancient population is shown by the

asterisk.

and that, therefore, the spread of farming, the spread of Indo-European languages and the

formation of the present-day European gene pool were three consequences of the same popu-

lation history.

This elegant theory was predominant among geneticists in the 1970s and 1980s. But in the

ensuing two decades it was generally rejected, since new data on mitochondrial DNA demon-

strated that the European gene pool has a Paleolithic rather than Neolithic age [Richards et al.,

1996; Comas et al., 1997; Torroni et al., 1998]. Of course, the “out-of-Anatolia” trend in the
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European gene pool was still a stable fact, but it was reinterpreted as the result of a Paleolithic

rather than Neolithic migration into Europe (both migration waves entered Europe through

Anatolia and the Balkans). The spread of farming also remained a stable fact, but it was re-

interpreted as a result of “cultural diffusion” (spread of farming technology without the ac-

companying spread of farmers themselves) rather than demic diffusion.

Recently, our study on ancient mitochondrial DNA [Haak et al., 2010] provided direct

data on ancient DNA and its comparison with data on modern DNA by means of a geographi-

cal map of genetic distances. The data on ancient DNA were from the early Neolithic Euro-

pean site, while the modern DNA data covered the entire Europe and Near East (Figure 3). It

was found that the gene pool of the early Neolithic farmers was drastically different from the

modern European one, but showed close affinities with the modern (and probably ancient)

Near Eastern gene pool. One may conclude that the direct migration of farmers from Anatolia

to Central Europe did indeed take place (as stated by Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza), but that

their gene pool was subsequently dissolved among autochthonous European populations. This

is, therefore, a compromise between “demic diffusion” and “cultural diffusion” models. Of

course, we do not know whether this pattern of Neolithization of Europe was indeed linked

with the spread of Indo-Europeans; however, we do know that no one has so far suggested a

better theory, and there are no reasons to abandon it.

The “genetic Indo-European” marker: myth or reality?

Since the 1990s, human population genetics mainly used two genetic systems: mitochondrial

DNA and Ychromosome. Within these systems, a number of haplogroups was discovered,

many of which have clear patterns of distribution across the Earth. It became very popular to

link the spread of every haplogroup with certain population events (like back migration to

Africa [Cruciani at al., 2002], Mesolithic recolonization of Europe from Mediterranean refu-

gia [Torroni et al., 2001; Rootsi et al., 2004], spread of Islam [Eaaswarkhanth et al., 2010], and

many others).

It is more hard, however, to find a good “candidate” haplogroup that would mark the

Indo-European expansion. It was stated many times (mainly on Internet forums, but also in

some research papers) that Ychromosomal haplogroup R1a could be the “Indo-European

marker”. Using both published data from available literature and our own unpublished data

(523 populations worldwide altogether), we have constructed the gene geographical map of

the distribution of this haplogroup across Eurasia (Figure 4). The map shows that (in agree-

ment with the possible link with Indo-European movements) this haplogroup is widespread in

Central and East Europe, in West Central Asia (where the genetic legacy of Iranic-speaking

Scythians has survived) and in North India (particularly in the upper castes). However, the

low frequency of this haplogroup in West Europe is in disagreement with the possible link

with Indo-Europeans. The frequency in West Europe, Armenia and Anatolia (typical Indo-

European areas) is as low as in Mongolia, which certainly was not a part of the Indo-European

area. The highest frequency of this haplogroup is found in East Slavic populations, which

stimulated some nationalistic activists to go as far as to claim the origin of all Indo-European

populations from Russians, and insist that present day Russian people carrying the R1a hap-

logroup are the most direct descendants of “Proto-Indo-Europeans”. This marginal “theory”

could hardly be called science. But the haplogroup R1a is indeed very interesting as a possible

marker of at least some episodes of the history of IE populations, such as their substitution by

Turkic speakers in West Central Asia.
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Figure 4. Map of distribution of the haplogroup R1a-M198 (data on Ychromosome).

The main problem of such an interpretation lies in genetic data on the date and place of

origin of this haplogroup. The date is too old, and the place is too far to the East to fit any hy-

pothesis on the IE homeland that is currently being discussed by linguists and archeologists.

The date is problematic (like every genetic date) and could easily change in the future. But the

most reliable method to estimate the place of the haplogroup origin (the gradient of genetic di-

versity within the haplogroup) shows that haplogroup R1a initially spread from India rather

than in the opposite direction [Underhill et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2009; Sengupta et al., 2006].

There are other haplogroups that could mark the spread of some Indo-European

branches. For example, we found the haplogroup G1M285 to be widespread in the Kazakh

clan of the Argyns, who could be descendants of IE-speaking Saks, assimilated by groups of

Turkic speakers in the 1st millennium ad. The same haplogroup is also spread in some Iranic-

speaking and Armenian-speaking populations, which might indicate either a common origin

or intensive contacts between these populations (Figure 5).

In general, we believe that the “Indo-European marker” does not exist, simply because the

first population to speak Proto-Indo-European must have possessed a spectrum of haplo-

groups which were shared (or identical) with its sister and neighbor populations that spoke

other languages. It is unlikely that a mutation occurred exactly at the time when the first
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Figure 5. Map of distribution of the haplogroup G1M285 (data on Ychromosome).

Proto-Indo-European phrase was spoken. The mutations that occurred earlier must have been

shared between IE and neighboring non-IE populations. The mutations that occurred later

must have been specific for only a subset of IE populations. And this, in turn, defines the pos-

sibilities for future studies.

Possibilities for future studies

At first the progress of population genetics was mainly due to the development of new

concepts, approaches, and methods. Although experimental data were, of course, an impor-

tant component of this discipline, the driving force was the theory. Leading researchers of the

first period (Sergey Chetverikov, Theodosius Dobzhansky, Alexander Serebrovsky, Ronald

Fisher, Samuel Wright and others) and, later, Masatoshi Nei arrived at their discoveries

through intellectual, rather than experimental, means. In the “post-Lysenko renaissance” of

human population genetics in Russia, linked with the name of Yuri Rychkov (and, simultane-

ously, the seminal work of Luca Cavalli-Sforza and his colleagues in Europe), the research was

already based on creating databases of human genetic variation; however, the analysis of this
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experimental data, its interpretation and conclusions were still based on the development of

new concepts, methods, and ideas.

The present day situation in human population genetics is completely different. The prog-

ress in experimental methods of DNA analysis in the last 10–20 years (from RFLP analysis to

STR analysis to direct sequencing to next generation sequencing, with the “third generation

sequencing” expected in the very near future) was so fast that, unfortunately, scientific pro-

gress became a technically driven rather than intellectually driven process. Every 3–5 years a

new type of genetic systems becomes available. And each kind of these markers has features

that look very promising. For example, the non-recombinative nature of mtDNA allowed the

possibility of genetic dating; Ychromosome allowed to trace paternal lines that allow for pos-

sible comparison with genealogies and clan ancestry legends; multiple SNP panels allowed the

full coverage of the genome which seems to solve the problem of biased representation of

analyzed loci.

However, rapid change of the genetic systems also created “scientific fashion”. A new

type of markers would become popular simply because it was fashionable, rather than due to

any really important advantages. Even worse is the fact that studies, dealing with previous

type(s) of markers, often meet problems with being published in prestigious journals, only be-

cause these markers are “out of fashion” rather than because of the studies themselves. This

creates a paradoxical situation in which the most widely cited papers that make global conclu-

sions are often based on weak datasets and small sample sizes. This is because publishing in a

prestigious journal is possible when the marker is still “in fashion”; but at that particular time

the accumulated dataset is still relatively small. And after many researchers have worked with

the marker and accumulated a large dataset from all over the world, the marker is already

“out of fashion”, so that the papers based on these datasets cannot reach a high citation level.

It seems that, in order to reach its full potential in contributing towards solving the Indo-

European problem, human population genetics needs to combine the data on all types of

markers which are (and were) widely used in population genetic studies. Moreover, it is nec-

essary to switch back to the “theoretical” style of research, since the problem itself is more

complicated than simply tracing historical migration. Many geneticists in different countries

could work in these directions. Below we provide an overview of the concrete project which our

team plans to perform in the nearest three years. It is based on two (rather than “all”) genetic

systems. It also includes only one new and two older analytical methods. And it certainly does

not pretend to “employ the full potential” of genetics in contributing towards Indo-European

studies. However, we hope that it might represent an important step in this direction.

Although there is no single genetic marker that could be definitively linked with all Indo-

Europeans, there could be sets of genetic markers, partially linked with some Indo-European

branches. The more genetic markers we take into consideration, the higher are the chances that

such “sub-Indo-European” markers might be identified. The present day genetic techniques

allow this approach. For medical genetic purposes, hundreds of thousands of polymorphic

markers were found in the human genome. The method of “genetic chips” provides the possi-

bility to check for presence or absence of these numerous markers in the individual DNA

sample. Using this technique we plan to perform the following five-step study.

Step 1: Six population pairs will be genotyped by 130000 genetic markers; each popula-

tion pair includes the IE population and its non-IE neighbor. These pairs are: Russians and

Karelians, Ukrainians and Nogais; Ossets and Adyghe; Armenians and Georgians; Tajiks

and Turkmens; Pomiri and Kirghiz. Three additional pairs are also planned in collaboration

with foreign laboratories: French and Basque; Iranians and Syrians, Brahmins and Dravidian

populations.
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Step 2: The genetic markers that are typical for IE populations but not for their non-IE

neighbors will be identified. We do not expect to find markers that will be present in all IE

populations and absent in all non-IE groups. We do expect to find markers that are frequent in

groups of IE populations but rare in their non-IE “couples”. For example, we hope to find

markers that are present in Tajiks, Pomiri and Ossets (Iranic group) but absent among their

non-IE neighbors.

Step 3: Maps of spatial distribution of these markers will be created, and statistical analy-

sis of their frequencies will be performed. The results will be interpreted in terms of the

population history of Indo-European branches under study, including their migrations, ad-

mixture and differentiation.

Step 4: The formal correlation analysis will be performed between matrices of genetic,

lexicostatistical and geographical distances between Indo-European populations. Although the

“pan-IE” analysis might be non-informative, we expect novel results from analysis at the level

of different branches of the IE family, particularly Balto-Slavic and Iranian ones.

Step 5: Out of all the types of genetic markers, Ychromosomal haplogroups have the

highest level of inter-population differentiation and, therefore, have the maximum power to

distinguish between populations. This is particularly true when large haplogroups, spread

over vast areas, are subdivided into sub-haplogroups with geographically restricted areas. We

plan to follow this approach with the aim to better trace migrations and reconstruct at least

some parts of the multi-layer mosaic of Indo-European movements.
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О. П. БАЛАНОВСКИЙ, О. М. УТЕВСКАЯ, Е. В. БАЛАНОВСКАЯ. Молекулярно-генетические исследова-

ния индоевропейских популяций: прошлое и будущее.

Представлен опыт сравнения генетических и лингвистических данных в связи с индоевропейской

проблематикой. Наше сравнение генетического разнообразия и лексикостатистических данных

по северокавказским популяциям выявило параллелизм в эволюции генов и языков; можно ска-

зать, что популяционная история отражается в лингвистическом и генетическом зеркалах. Для

других лингвистических семей можно ожидать такого же сходства, хотя оно и может быть иска-

жено событиями «доминирования элиты» и другими факторами, по-разному влияющими на

генный фонд и на лексический фонд. И действительно, для индоевропейских популяций Евро-

пы, в отличие от Кавказа, частные корреляции выявили большую роль географического (r = 0.32),

чем лингвистического фактора (r = 0.21) в структурировании генофонда; но при этом большáя

парная корреляция (r = 0.67) между генетическими и лингвистическими расстояниями позволяет

использовать лексикостатистические данные для прогноза генетического сходства между попу-

ляциями. Сходство генетических и лингвистических данных выявлено как по Yхромосоме (по-

пуляции кластеризуются по языку), так и по митохондриальной ДНК (популяции кластеризу-

ются по принадлежности к языковой группе). В целом, мы считаем, что не существует одного ге-

нетического маркера, вполне связанного с расселением индоевропейцев. Вместо этого, мы начи-

наем новый проект, направленный на выявление групп маркеров, частично связанных с отдель-

ными группами индоевропейцев, что позволит реконструировать некоторые части многослой-

ной мозаики индоевропейских миграций.

Ключевые слова: генофонд, индоевропейские популяции, Yхромосома.




